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one way that BAYADA nurtures a “small company” feeling
as it grows. The Hero Program Committee members then
vote on divisional and quarterly national heroes. Finally,
four national heroes are chosen and appear on stage at the
annual Awards Weekend with their families, where they are
applauded by nearly 3,000 BAYADA colleagues.
These amazing winners are honored with documentary
videos that draw standing ovations at the annual Awards
Weekend celebration. (The heroes’ families also attend
as all-expense-paid guests of BAYADA and stand on stage
with the awardee during the presentation.) The videos
remain on the company’s YouTube channel as public
testimonies to the Heroes.
“The Hero Program awards are always memorable because it drives it home for all of us why we’re here. We have
thousands of clinicians providing care every day and we’re
only highlighting a few,” says Barbara Colin, MSN, RN,

nonprofit International Medical Corps (IMC), which sends

A BOV E: This 1999 BAYADA Bulletin

Chief Nursing Officer in Moorestown, New Jersey. “The hero

medical personnel to assist relief efforts. The IMC required

article reported on the enthusiastic

stories are just so representative of the work we do and the

that nurses could cope with a heavy physical and emotion-

dedication. You come away every time crying your eyes out.

al toll. BAYADA took applications and conducted IMC’s

It’s inspiring, and I just love it.”

required background checks. Ultimately, the company
sponsored 10 RNs to spend four weeks in the Balkans,

Kosovo and care without boundaries
Since 1975, BAYADA Nurses have excelled at answering

caring for injured refugees.
The international stage was set. Eleven years later,

the call to local clients in their own homes. In 1999,

BAYADA Nurses responded unstintingly when a catastrophic

company nurses began to take that call to an international

earthquake hit Haiti. Four nurses volunteered there with

volunteer level.

IMC and 25 volunteered through Heart to Heart Inter-

Knowing the situation was bleak for refugees of the

national for four weeks at a time. The program lasted for

Kosovo War, Mark spearheaded a volunteer nurse effort to

more than two years. Four nurses returned for a second stint,

help ease the suffering. The company teamed up with the

one nurse for a third, and one for a fourth. In all, BAYADA

response to the call for volunteers.
L E F T: A volunteer nurse in the

Stenkovec refugee camp. According
to the Croatian Medical Journal,
the “refugee crisis in Macedonia
in 1999 was unique in terms of its
unprecedented magnitude . . . .
Within nine weeks, the country
received 344,500 refugees.”

